support, while sharing many of the experiences at Stanford.

Joan Segal provides a very informative chapter on networking and networks. The specific considerations of networks vary, and Segal discusses the variety of definitions, methods of cooperation and operation, levels of networking, program development, marketing and user services, and finally, the financing of networks. This is a very good and clear explanation of how most networks function and what their capabilities are within certain governance parameters.

Nina Cohen offers an explanation of what external contracting for library services consists of and means in different environments. How viable this practice is for academic libraries or how common I am not sure, however, it is an alternative. Theodore Welch shares information about how to attract donor dollars and external contributions. Again, what may be successful at one institution may not work at another, and practices vary widely. Strategies should contain common practices in the fund-raising world and will reflect working with other development personnel on campus.

The entire volume reflects many different ideas, and unfortunately a common thread is missing. Each article contains useful information, descriptive and prescriptive, for making planning more effective in the context of academic libraries. How much influence this volume will have collectively is uncertain, but individual articles are distinguished and merit reading and discussion. The conference must have generated ample discussion, and it is too bad that the book does not include those sentiments and viewpoints. The bibliography is not, by any means, comprehensive nor complete but does include a few basic and common entries in each subject area. It is difficult to make a book of such readings more important, but this one will be useful, because the individual articles are very worthwhile and credible.—Julia Gelfand, University Library, University of California, Irvine.
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This report examines the potential impact of optical media—videodiscs, compact audio discs, and optical discs, tapes, and cards—in library-related applications. A detailed consideration of the technology includes discussion of the underlying principles, the various forms in which the technology is marketed, production methods and costs, and the capabilities of each different medium. An introductory chapter outlines the different forms of optical media and their potential applications in libraries. Each of the remaining eleven chapters then addresses the details of one of the following technologies: videodiscs; interactive videodiscs; recording digital data on videodisc; videodisc production; compact audio discs and CD ROM (compact disc read-only memory); videodiscs and CD ROM as digital publishing media; optical digital discs; optical digital products; and erasable optical media. A number of video and compact audio disc projects currently being developed or investigated in library settings are examined in the appropriate chapters, including audio and video applications at Video Patsearch, the National Library of Medicine, and the Library of Congress; digital data publishing projects at MiniMARC, Information Access Corporation, Carrollton Press, the Library Corporation, and other companies; and library applications of optical digital disk technology at...
Now Reaching Research Publications is as easy as

1-800-REACH-RP

Announcing toll-free calling to Research Publications.

We made a good thing better. We made it free. Research Publications, a worldwide information publisher serving high school, academic, public and commercial libraries has complimented its customer services by introducing toll-free calling from around the country. Providing our customers with nationwide, toll-free access to our services is just one example of our longterm commitment to service. We're making it easy for you to reach us. Call 1-800-REACH RP for ordering, information and general customer service needs. When you need to reach Research Publications, reach for the phone, and call 1-800-REACH RP — toll-free, nationwide.
the Library of Congress, the National Library of Medicine, the National Air and Space Museum, the Public Archives of Canada, and Disclosure Information Group. An appendix explains the process of converting text, graphics, and audio to digital form.


This document records testimony before the U.S. Senate on the reauthorization of Public Law 84-597, the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA). The original purpose of the LSCA was to bring library services to rural areas and to those citizens who had previously been deprived of access (the handicapped, disadvantaged, and those who speak English as a second language); library services are currently available to 96 percent of Americans and the number of libraries nationwide has grown to 100,000. The focus of the LSCA in the 1980s is statewide sharing of existing resources; keeping pace with the information-technology revolution; and preserving the history that libraries have been asked to keep. The prepared statements that constitute the major portion of the document were presented by experienced practitioners, state librarians, urban library directors, and interested people who have devoted countless hours of volunteer time to maximizing the potential of libraries throughout the nation.
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Light years ahead.
A dramatic advance in serials check-in has arrived. MicroLinx is here.

Until now, you've only dreamed of such speed and accuracy. A bar code scanner attached to your personal computer enables MicroLinx to read SISAC and UPC codes, and automatically check in the specific issue you've received. With a growing number of publishers committed to printing these codes, libraries of all sizes can save time with this reliable feature.

MicroLinx also offers easy downloading, predictive check-in and electronic claims transmission through Faxon's global network of libraries and publishers. Additional software modules will soon be available, making this a comprehensive serials management system.

Let MicroLinx check in your journals with the speed of light.
Call 800 225-6055 toll free, or 617 329-3350 collect.
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Introducing a unique collection of never-before-published historical records...

UNPUBLISHED U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE HEARINGS

Despite their value, transcripts of many U.S. congressional hearings have never been printed and made available to the public.

Until now.

CIS has uncovered thousands of long-buried Senate hearings transcripts, and is preparing a major microfiche collection of these materials. A detailed, easy-to-use index will make the collection fully accessible.

Spanning the mid-1800s through 1964, CIS Unpublished U.S. Senate Committee Hearings bridges important gaps in U.S. history.

Voices from the past
Listen in as the story of America's past is told by:
• Joseph McCarthy • Nelson Rockefeller
• Margaret Chase Smith • John F. Kennedy
• Douglas MacArthur • John Foster Dulles
• Jimmy Hoffa • Edward R. Murrow
• Howard Hughes...and thousands more.

Fresh historical insights
With this exciting new documents collection, you'll get:
• a new and unique “sense of the times” for more than 100 years of history
• new additions to the legislative histories of dozens of key laws
• a behind-the-scenes look at important congressional investigations
• revealing glimpses of some of the nation's most intriguing public officials.

Write or call for free information
For more information on this important new collection call CIS toll-free to request a free brochure:

800-638-8380

Or fill in and mail the coupon below.

□ Please rush me more information on the CIS Index to Unpublished U.S. Senate Committee Hearings and companion microfiche collection.
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MAIL TO:
Congressional Information Service, Inc.
4520 East-West Hwy., Suite 800-C
Bethesda, MD 20814-3389
Tel. 301-654-1550